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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the primary reason you make more profit by attaching accessories to HP printer and
MFP sales?
A. When customers use accessories, they use the product more which results in their buying
more supplies.
B. Attaching accessories increases transaction time with a customer and increases opportunity
to cross-sell.
C. The accessories can be ordered from the web, so you do not have to spend time on it.
D. The margin on accessories is often much larger than on the core product.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
UNDO_RETENTIONパラメータの値はいつトランザクションによって無視されますか。
A. データベースで使用可能な複数のUNDO表領域がある時
B. UNDO表領域のデータファイルは自動拡張可能である時
C. UNDO表領域のサイズは固定であり、保存期間の保証が有効になっていない時
D. フラッシュバック・データベースが有効になっている時
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b14231/undo.htm
(undo retention, see the bullets)

NEW QUESTION: 3
The main objectives the senior management team wants to achieve are:
- to reduce the costs associated with dynamic testing
- to use reviews to ensure that the project is on course for success and following the plan

- to use reviews as a well-documented and effective bug-removal activity following a formal
process with well-defined roles
- to determine the effectiveness of reviews in terms of phase containment
- to improve phase containment effectiveness
Which of the following answers would you expect to describe the best way to achieve these
objectives?
A. You should plan for formal exit-phase reviews at the end of each development phase and
testing phase, and plan for a process of gathering information from testing to perform an
analysis of the bugs found during testing to determine the people responsible for those bugs
B. You should plan for formal exit-phase reviews at the end of each development and testing
phase, and plan for a process of gathering information from testing to perform an analysis of
the bugs found during testing to determine the phase in which they have been introduced
C. You should plan for lightweight exit-phase reviews at the end of each development and
testing phase, and plan for a process of gathering information from testing to perform an
analysis aimed at identifying the larger cluster of defects
D. You should plan for formal exit-phase reviews at the end of each development and testing
phase, and plan for a process of gathering information from testing to perform an analysis
aimed at identifying the larger cluster of defects
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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